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10

Abstract11

Background: The mechanism of body growth in mammals is poorly understood.12
Here, we report the regulatory networks involved in body growth through analyzing13
transcriptomes of pituitary and epiphyseal tissues of Debao ponies and Mongolian14
horses at juvenile and adult stages.15
Results: We found that Growth hornome receptor (GHR)was expressed little in long16
bones though Growth hornome (GH) was highly expressed in Debao ponies compared17
with Mongolian horses. Moreover, m-RAS and ATF3, involved in the GHR pathway,18
were found to be significantly downregulated in juvenile ponies, which slowed the19
proliferation of bone osteocytes. However, WNT2 and PLCβ2 were obviously20
upregulated in juvenile Debao ponies, which led to premature mineralization of bone21
extracellular matrix. Furthermore, we found that the WNT/Ca2+ pathway may be22
responsible for the regulation of body growth. We then demonstrated that GHR was23
lacking in long bones of Debao ponies using RT-qPCR and Western blot. Treatment24
with WNT antagonist 1 decreased expression of the WNT pathway (P≤0.05) in vitro.25
The transduction of ATDC5 cells with GHR-RNAi lentivirus decreased expression of26
the GHR pathway (P ≤ 0.05). Additionally, detection of plasma hormone27
concentrations showed that the ponies had higher levels of IGF-1 as juveniles and GH28
in adulthood than Mongolian horses, indicating that the hormone regulation in Debao29
ponies differs from that in Mongolian horses.30
Conclusion:Our work provides an insight into the genetic regulation for dwarf31
growth in mammals and a reference for therapeutic strategy for dwarfism.32
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35
Background:36

Body size traits are the most intuitive expression of phenotypic differences37
among animals and are the key characteristics for identifying livestock breeds. Like38
other domesticated mammals, horses have experienced strong selection for certain39
traits, including body size, which is one of the most important quantitative traits in40
evolutionary studies and varies widely among populations. There is a close41
relationship between a livestock’s physiological function, production performance,42



disease resistance and adaptability in external environmental conditions and its body43
size, structure and development [1-2]. Body size is an important index to determine44
the quality of breeds and production performance and has become a priority factor in45
livestock breeding. The Debao pony (DP) was first discovered in Debao County,46
Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, China, in 1981. The average height of the47
pony is less than 106 cm when it reaches the prepubertal stage, and this pony was48
named the “Chinese pony” [3-4]. The Mongolian horse (MH) is one of the oldest49
horse breeds on the Mongolian Plateau and has become a valuable genetic resource in50
the animal husbandry germplasm resource bank. Its height is generally between 12251
cm and 142 cm, and it generally exhibits strong resistance to rough feeding and52
disease and adaptability. Our previous studies showed that MHs and DPs have been53
dispersed many times during evolution and that they are closely related from the54
genomic point of view despite there being significant differences in height between55
them [5-6]. Other studies have also proven that the DP has a certain relationship with56
the MH [7].57

Although scientists have gradually increased their research on body size traits,58
most of them focus on economic animals such as humans, dogs, and cattle [8-11].59
Hasler studied 1,077 French horses by genome-wide association analysis and found60
two LCORL/NCAPG loci associated with body size traits [12]. Other research61
compared genome-wide sequencing data from two small Shetland Island dwarfs and62
one standard size Shetland dwarf pony, and four synergistic size-inhibiting variants63
were found that involved ADAMTS17, OSTN, GHI and HMGA2, and the results64
seemed to reveal the main reason for the pony [13]. The study provided a candidate65
gene for the formation of dwarf traits in mammals. In 2019, 294 ponies and 529 tall66
horses were identified using complementary genome analysis to identify areas related67
to body height and metabolic traits. The variants of HMGA c.83G>A (p.G28E) were68
found to have significantly different changes in the Shetland ponies, suggesting that69
the highly related genetic loci of the ponies were highly efficient in altering metabolic70
pathways [14]. Transcriptomics is used to study the expression of genes at71
transcriptional level, to provide information on gene functions throughout the genome,72
and to reveal the molecular mechanisms involved in specific biological processes.73
Studying the pituitary and epiphysis of long bones of DPs and MHs at the juvenile74
and adult developmental stages at the gene expression level, we attempted to find out75
the molecular mechanism regulating the development and growth of dwarves.76

Body size is determined by the development of long bones and hormones, the77
latter of which are secreted by the pituitary gland. Pituitary glands can secrete many78
hormones that play an important role in metabolism, growth, development and79
reproduction. Animal growth regulation is ultimately achieved by regulating the80
neuroendocrine growth axis. Bone as an endocrine organ, playing a key role in bone81
development and physique formation. It can mobilize itself or other endocrine organs82
to help grow together [15-16]. Body size is a complex quantitative trait that is affected83
by the interaction of multiple genes. The study of a single gene cannot make a84
fundamental breakthrough in understanding the formation mechanism of body size85



traits. Gene-gene interactions are commonly studied, and genes play a role through86
network integration [17]. The life of an organism cannot be separated from changes in87
cell signal transduction, ion transport, cytokines and signal molecules [18]. Signal88
transduction is involved in all cell life activities. Therefore, understanding important89
cell signaling pathways is the key to understanding the genetic mechanism90
responsible for body size traits.91

92
Result:93
1. Discovery analysis to identify Debao pony differentially expressed genes94

There are obvious differences between DPs and MHs based on their height95
analysis. DPs have no significant difference in juveniles and adults, while there is96
significant differences in MHs in height. DPs reach adult height at an early age, and97
body length, chest circumference, tube position, neck length and head length are98
develop similarly to body height (Table 1) There was a significant difference in body99
height between the DPs and the MHs at the juvenile stage (P≤0.05) and at the adult100
stage (P≤0.005) (SI Appendix, Fig. S1).101

We constructed and sequenced an RNA-seq library from 24 samples of pituitary102
and long bone terminal tissues related to body size development [15-16] that were103
taken from three DPs and three MHs in juvenile and adult stages(Fig. 1a). A total of104
11394 differentially expressed genes were obtained by RNA-seq, of which 7436 were105
differentially expressed genes of different varieties in the same period.There were106
2761 and 563 differentially expressed genes in the pituitaries of MHs and DPs, as107
well as 1908 and 2204 in the long bone epiphysis, in childhood and adulthood,108
respectively, and there were 3958 differentially expressed genes in different periods109
for the same breed.There were 1358 and 970 differentially expressed genes in MH110
pituitary and long bone epiphysis, while there were 1018 and 562 differentially111
expressed genes in DP pituitary and long bone epiphysis, respectively (Fig. 1b). Gene112
expression results showed that pituitary and long bone tissues of DPs and MHs113
clustered together in juveniles and adults, showing similarity between homologous114
tissues of the two horses (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). A correlation coefficient for samples115
showed that there were significant differences between pituitary and epiphyseal116
tissues of the two horses in two stages (Fig. 1c). There were significant differences in117
space, matrix metalloproteins and collagen between adult and juvenile horses in the118
long bone group.The relevant pathways were more enriched at the juvenile stage.119
However, the MAPK signaling pathway was less enriched at the juvenile stage.There120
were significant differences in the WNT signaling pathway, PI3K-Akt signaling121
pathway, cell junctions and cell surfaces between the pituitary glands of the adult and122
juvenile horses(Fig. 1d). This suggests that the MAPK signaling pathway of DPs may123
play a role in reducing long bone tissue at the juvenile stage. A Venn diagram shows124
that there are 82 co-expressed genes in the epiphysis of long bone between the two125
kinds of horses in different periods, and 266 co-expressed genes in pituitary tissue126
(Fig. 2a). A volcano plot showed that GH and TSHB were significantly upregulated in127
the pituitary tissues of young DPs and MHs, while GHR was significantly128
downregulated in epiphyses of the long bones in these two kinds of young horses. The129



mechanism of transcription regulation should be related to the development of130
dwarves and the height of DPs. The GHR expression of DPs was significantly lower131
than that of MHs, while the expression of genes related to the epiphyseal cell matrix,132
such as ALPL, COL and MMP, was significantly higher than that of DPs, and GH,133
TSH and IGF-1 were significantly higher in the pituitary in juvenile DPs than in that134
of MHs (Fig. 2b). GH and GHR were significantly different in tissues of the two135
horses (Fig. 2c). GH in DPPJ (juvenile Debao pony pituitary) was much higher than136
MHPJ (juvenile Mongolian horse pituitary) (SI Appendix, Fig. S2), while GHR in137
DPLB (Debao pony long bone) was significantly lower than that in MHLB138
(Mongolian horse long bone) (SI Appendix, Fig. S4) at both juvenile and adult stages.139
We found that DPs have high expression of GH and low expression of GHR.140

141
2. Excessive GH and a lack of GHR in Debao pony142

Growth hormone is mainly synthesized and secreted by growth hormone cells in143
the anterior pituitary, which is very important for the growth and development of bone144
and the maintenance of bone mass. When GH and GHR exist at the same time, they145
act on target cells through the relevant signaling pathway(Fig. 2d). Low expression of146
GHR may lead to GH insensitivity. Previous studies have shown that idiopathic147
dwarfism is associated with severely low expression of GHR [19-20]. It is suggested148
that the low expression of GHR is closely related to the size of DPs. Continuing the149
correlation analysis of GH and GHR, we found that many processes related to the150
extracellular matrix (ECM) development involve cell signaling pathway (Fig. 2e)151

In the process of regulating the growth and development of the body, part of GH152
plays its role in growth by transforming into IGF-1. This study found that the153
expression of IGF-1 is higher in liver at both the adult and juvenile stages in MHs154
than in DPs (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). Meantime, the results show that GH expression is155
much higher in the pituitary of DPs than in that of MHs at the juvenile stage (P≤156
0.001) (Fig. 3a). The protein levels showed that GH expression in the pituitary tissue157
of DPs was higher than that of MHs at both the juvenile and adult stages, while this158
difference was not found in long bone (Fig. S6). Common glycoprotein alpha (CGA)159
and TSHB are regulated by triiodothyronine (T3) in a positive and negative manner,160
respectively. We found no significant differences in CGA or TSHB expression161
between adult DPs and MHs; however, significant differences in their expression were162
observed in young horses (Fig. 3bc).The level of blood hormone can indirectly reflect163
the condition of tissues and organs. The concentrations of T3, T4, IGF-1, GH and164
TSH in plasma were determined by radioimmunoassay. The results showed that there165
were significant differences in plasma hormone concentrations: the plasma T3 and T4166
concentrations were higher in adult MHs than in DPs (P≤0.001), but there was no167
difference at the juvenile stage. The plasma T3 and T4 concentrations of adult MHs168
were significantly higher than those of young MHs (P≤0.001), while those of DPs169
displayed the opposite trend. The plasma TSH content of young DPs was lower than170
that of MHs (P≤0.01) (Fig. 3d). Radioimmunoassay results showed that there were171
significant differences in GH and IGF-1 between the two horses at the juvenile stage.172
The plasma IGF-1 concentration and the GH concentration were higher in young DPs173



than in adult ponies (P≤0.01 and P≤0.001, respectively).The plasma concentration174
of GH in young MHs was similar to that in adult horses, while the IGF-1175
concentration was higher in adults (P≤ 0.001) (Fig. 3e). The change in hormone176
concentration between these groups indicated that these genes may play an important177
role in the hypothalamus in regulating body size.178

179
3 In vitro validation of key genes and signaling pathways for short stature180
According to the above experimental results, GHR and WNT signaling pathways are181

relevant for the regulation of the body growth. The results showed that GHR182
expression was much lower in long bone tissue of young DPs than in that of MHs (P183
≤0.001) (Fig. 4a). GHR-RNAi targets were selected for packaging according to the184
characteristics of ATDC5 cell lines (SI Appendix, Table S-1). When ATDC5 cells185
reached 80% confluence, the optimal MOI was approximately 10 (SI Appendix, Fig.186
S7). Lentivirus knockdown showed that GHR expression in ATDC5 cells was187
significantly decreased after packaging occurred (SI Appendix, Fig. S8). The188
expression of GHR, m-RAS and ATF3 genes related to the GHR pathway in these cells189
were lower than those of nontransfected cells (P≤0.05) (Fig. 4b).The apoptosis rate190
of the control cells was lower than that of the untransfected cells, and the apoptosis191
rate of the blank cells was lower than that of the GHR cells.The apoptotic rate of192
virus-transfected cell lines was relatively high (P≤0.05) (Fig. 4c, SI Appendix, Fig.193
S9). Osteoblasts whose formation from horse BMSCs was induced were used to194
verify the WNT gene-related cell pathway. First, the horse BMSCs (Fig. S10) were195
isolated and purified, and the transcription factor Nanog and the surface markers196
CD44, CD90 and CD105 of the stem cells were identified by PCR (SI Appendix, Fig.197
S11, Table S-2). After induction, it was found that with increasing induction time, the198
cell mass changed from small to large, from thin to thick, and finally to the “nodular”199
shape of bone cells. The cell line was induced to differentiate for 28 days and was in200
good condition (Fig. S12). The osteoblasts were stained with alizarin red at different201
induction times. It was found that with increasing induction time, the bone nodules of202
red cells gradually increased. Alcian blue staining showed that induced BMSCs were203
clustered together, and the rich contents of proteoglycan and hyaluronic acid were204
stained blue (SI Appendix, Fig. S13). q-PCR detection showed that the expression of205
COL and ALPL in osteoblasts increased significantly with increasing induction time.206
After 14 days of culture, the relative expression of COL increased. After 30 days, the207
expression of ALPL reached its maximum (SI Appendix, Fig. S14).The suitable208
concentrations of WNT inhibitor for addition to cultured cells were 40μM for209
osteoblasts and 45 μM for ATDC5 cells.The WNT pathway genes of osteoblasts210
induced for 14 days were detected by qPCR (Table S3). The expression of WNT5A211
and WNT2 in osteoblasts decreased significantly (P≤0.05). It can be seen that horse212
osteoblasts are antagonized by the WNT pathway, with WNT5A and WNT2 functioning213
through Frizzled 2 (FZD2) and PLCβ2 pathways. The corresponding CAMK2A214
expression did not change significantly, suggesting that the WNT nonclassical215
pathway might not change in the bone tissue of DPs (Fig. 4d). The expression of the216
WNT pathway gene in the ATDC5 cell line was detected by q-PCR. The results217



showed that WNT4 expression increased; WNT11, WNT5A and WNT2 expression218
decreased (P≤ 0.05); and FZD2, PLCɡ2 and PLCβ2 expression decreased in the219
ATDC5 cell line.In summary, confirmatory in vitro cell assays showed that in ATDC5220
cells, the WNT11, WNT5A and WNT2 genes acted through the PLCβ2221
and PLCɡ2 pathways viaWNT antagonists (Fig. 4e).222

In addition, we consider whether there are upstream transcription factors or SNP223
changes in the key gene GHR. Transcription factors (TFs) are proteins that are224
involved in the regulation of gene transcription by binding to gene promoter regions.225
TF genes identified in the network modules are often important, as they may regulate226
the expression of module genes. All transcription factor genes from Equus caballus227
were obtained from an animal transcription factor database228
(http://www.bioguo.org/AnimalTFDB); we found that 71 TF genes co-expressed with229
GHR and that there are 11 genes that might play important roles in regulating the230
expression levels of GHR (Fig. 5a) . In our study, the 5000 bp nucleotide sequences231
upstream of the GHR transcription start sites were investigated in DPs and MHs. One232
SNP (Chr21 23969806) was found in DPs(Fig. 5b). An analysis of binding motifs was233
performed, and it revealed that SNPs led to a difference in binding motifs for TFs.234
Therefore, this result implied that the SNPs of the GHR promoters might have235
influenced the interactions between binding motifs and TFs and led to the different236
gene expression levels in the two breeds.237

238
4. DPs show significant changes in cascade activation of bone signals239

On the basis of transcriptome sequencing between DP and MH pituitary and240
epiphyseal tissues, candidate genes were screened, and then q-PCR and Western241
blotting were used to verify the accuracy of the transcriptome data (SI Appendix, Figs.242
S3-S6). It is necessary to involve the transcriptome data from a biological point of243
view to determine the possible regulatory pathways for the formation of dwarfness in244
DPs. From the above results, we know that the pituitary gland of the young DPs has a245
high GH secretion, while the epiphysis shows a complete lack of GHR. DPs may246
inhibit bone growth by downregulation of the GHR pathway (Fig. 6a); increase the247
concentration of Ca2+ through the WNT pathway and subsequent transport to outside248
the cells via SLC8A3 and TRPV4 channels; promote mineralization and early closure249
of epiphysis in coordination with expression changes of ALPL and epiphysis-related250
factors; and stimulate epiphysis closure by the TLR pathway, and the251
osteoclastogenesis enhances bone resorption (Fig. 6b).252

253
Discussion254

Reduced body size is a phenomenon of mammalian dwarfing caused by255
epigenetics and global climate. Height is an important model characteristic for256
studying the influence of genetic factors on quantitative characteristics [21-22]. Body257
height is widely studied in humans [23-24]. Domestic dogs provide excellent258
materials for the study of body size. As a result of long-term artificial breeding, the259
variation in the body size of dogs is more obvious than that of any other mammal, and260
the largest dogs are almost 50 times larger than the smallest dogs [25]. Hoopes found261

http://www.bioguo.org/AnimalTFDB


an important gene, IGF1R, on dog chromosome 3, that affects dog body size [26].262
Further study of the IGF1R gene confirmed that it directly determines dog height[27].263
Recently, Maud has conducted in-depth analysis on some candidate genes that affect264
dog body size. Six gene loci (GHR, HMGA2, SMAD2, STC2, IGF1 and IGF1R) are265
candidate genes that determine the body size of different breeds, and he pointed out266
that nearly half of a dog’s body size in all breeds is determined by the polymorphism267
of these six gene loci [28]. Arne Hinrichs used CRISPR/Cas9 technology to mutate268
the third exon of GHR in fertilized pig eggs, obtained two heterozygous sows,269
inserted 1 bp or 7 bp into the third exon of GHR, hybridized the F1 progenies, and270
produced GHR-KO heterozygous GHR mutant piglets. The characteristics of this271
GHR mutant piglet, including body and organ growth, body composition, endocrine272
parameters and clinical chemical parameters, were similar to those of people with273
human Laron syndrome, with high serum GH and low serum IGF-1 concentrations274
[29].275

In this study, we selected MHs and DPs with different body heights for RNA276
sequence analysis and found that the expression levels of multiple genes were related277
to the heights of the two breeds. Compared with their levels in the long bone tissue of278
MHs, the GHR of DPs was reduced by a factor of 1.4, and the GH was increased by a279
factor of 13, which was similar to changes observed for the dwarfism syndrome280
caused by familial dwarfism, idiopathic dwarfism and GHR mutation [19-20] (SI281
Appendix, Fig. S1). The routine treatment for these diseases is an injection of282
recombinant growth hormone, but this is often accompanied by transient283
hyperglycemia, peripheral edema, fluid retention and other side effects. Therefore,284
through the study of dwarf animals with normal physiological activities, we can285
reveal the physiological mechanism of dwarfing phenomenon, to provide treatments286
for dwarfism and other diseases.287

The short statures of many patients are caused by imbalanced changes in the288
body’s growth axis. That is, GHRH-GH-IGF regulated by neuroendocrine factors289
affects the growth and development of mammals. We collected the blood of these two290
horses and measured the hormone concentrations. We found that DPs have some291
special physiological characteristics during the development of dwarf bodies,292
including high plasma IGF, low plasma GH concentration, and high GH expression in293
tissues. The expression of plasma hormones was similar to that of pygmies in Africa294
[22] but significantly different from that of GHR knockout animal models [29-30].295
This may be due to the difference between knockout mice and evolutionary dwarfs.296
Thyroid hormone is another important regulator of bone growth [31]. The297
transcriptome data showed that there was a significant difference in TSH between the298
two horses at the juvenile stage but no difference in TSHR. The plasma TSH levels at299
the early time point in DPs were lower than those in MHs, while the plasma T3 and300
T4 concentrations in adult DPs were higher than those in adult MHs. The expression301
of CGA in tissues was consistent with that of TSH [32].CGA regulates synthesis and302
secretion by T3 and indirectly evaluates the role of TSH in DPs. The results showed303
that the change in the TRH-TSH-T3T4 growth axis might be the cause of dwarfing of304
DPs, but the expression of TSHR in pituitary tissue of young DPs did not change.305



Therefore, the main reason for the short stature of the horse may not be TSH.306
The hormones secreted by the pituitary gland and the development of long bones307

directly determine the size of the animal body. We found that GH was highly308
expressed in pituitary and long bone tissues and that the lack of GHR expression in309
long bone may be the main cause of DP body height and dwarfing. Although all310
growth hormone receptors function fully through the growth hormone, they are still311
unable to meet the needs of DPs for bone growth at the juvenile stage, which may312
lead to the short physique of the horse. This state of GHR, with high expression and313
deficiency, is similar to that observed for many dwarfism diseases [19-20]. Most314
studies on body size involve the physiological characteristics of GHR deficiency, but315
few studies explain the causes of GHR deficiency. We further studied the SNP of316
GHR and found that DPs have SNP loci in GHR, which may lead to changes in317
transcription. According to current research, the SNP of GHR in DPs is not mutated at318
the promoter of exon regions, and it may be influenced by environmental factors or319
epigenetic factors, including methylation, in evolutionary genetics. Therefore, we320
speculate that compared with other normal species of the same species, this pony may321
not only change the polymorphism of key genes on the growth axis but also include322
changes in different or special signaling pathways.323

The transcriptome data of this study showed that there was a significant324
difference in the expression of Suppressor of Cytokine Signaling 1 (SOCS1) in bone325
tissue between the young DPs and MHs and that the expression of SOCS1 in DPs was326
significantly increased. Data showed that the SOCS family was upregulated in327
epiphyseal tissues of DPs and that SOCS1 was upregulated most significantly. SOCS1328
promotes ubiquitin-mediated degradation of JAK2 [33]. SOCS2 is a key regulator of329
GHR sensitivity, and it is a GH-stimulated, STAT5b-regulated gene that acts in a330
negative feedback loop to downregulate GHR signaling [34].331

At present, 80% of the studies on the GHR signaling pathway are focused on332
JAK2-STAT5. There are no significant differences in gene expression related to this333
pathway in our study. However, we found that GH and GHR may reduce the height of334
DPs through decreasing the cascade of MAPK signals. The MAPK pathway is mainly335
responsible for the transcription of ATF3, and studies have shown that ATF3 has an336
apoptotic effect [35-36]. In addition, the expression of EGR1, a zinc finger337
transcription factor located on the chromosome 5q CDR, also decreased in the338
RNA-seq data. EGR1 plays a role in promoting apoptosis or inhibiting growth in339
many cancer studies [37-38]. Perhaps these two TFs inhibit the proliferation and340
transformation of chondrocytes in each region of the cartilage by reducing the341
apoptotic effects, leading to the slow growth of chondrocytes and abnormal342
development.343

Bone tissue development involves a large number of signal molecules and their344
signal transduction pathways. They are mainly the bone morphogenetic protein345
(BMP), TGFβ1 and WNT protein families. The results showed that WNT5A and346
FZD2 expression in DPs was significantly upregulated compared with that in MHs347
(Fig. 4d). In addition, the genes belong to the nonclassical WNT/Ca2+ pathway, which348
is the main cell signaling pathway leading to Ca2+ deposition [39]. That is, DPs may349



increase intracellular and extracellular Ca2+ through the nonclassical signaling350
pathway of WNT, leading to closure of epiphysis and stopping of growth. The351
expression of solute carrier family members (SLC8A3), transient receptor potential352
cation channel subfamily V members (TRPV4,5) and ALP in the long bone tissue of353
young DPs also increased significantly (Fig. 6b). SLC8A3 and TRPV4,5 are the key354
channel genes for Ca2+ transport on the cell membrane [40-41]. ALP is the decisive355
factor leading to bone mineralization [42-43]. The high expression of these genes in356
long bone tissue cells may increase calcium transport, thus speeding up the357
mineralization of ECM of osteoblasts.358

In addition, there were significant changes in IHH, MMP23/25/8/9/11, TIMP4,359
COL10A1, SOX9/6/5/8/11, COL2A1, COL9A1/2, COL11A1, SOX5, MMP11 and360
TIMP4. The genes other than SOX5, MMP11 and TIMP4 were upregulated. The361
changes in these genes are consistent with the results of cartilage development [44-45].362
The results showed that the cells in the four regions of the epiphyseal plate changed363
rapidly under stimulation by corresponding factors (Fig. 6b).364

Studies have shown that TLR2 and MyD88 pathways play an important role in365
bone loss caused by infection [46-47]. Results showed that the genes in366
inflammation-related signaling pathways were enriched. TNFSF14 is also a member367
of the tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily [48]. It can promote the368
transcription-related activated protein of osteoclasts; lead to the proliferation, growth,369
maturation and activation of osteoclasts; inhibit the proliferation and differentiation of370
osteoblasts; and promote apoptosis in osteoblasts [49].371

Osteoblast differentiation of the horse BMSCs was induced by osteogenic372
induction medium. Morphological analysis showed that the cells began to aggregate373
on the 2nd day. The cell accumulation appeared to increase and thicken gradually, and374
it was induced to aggregate in nodule clusters. Histological analysis showed that375
alizarin can stain the cell clusters produced during induction that represent the376
production center of calcium apatite, which is the osteogenic differentiation center;377
these clusters can be dyed as red cell clusters on the 14th day of induction. The alcian378
dye stains hyaluronic acid and polysaccharides blue. Molecular experiments showed379
that the collected horse bone marrow cells expressed the stem cell transcription factor380
Nanog and surface markers CD44, CD90 and CD105. According to previous literature,381
thoses markers belong to BMSCs [50-51]. qPCR assays confirmed that COL2A1,382
COL1A2, COL6A1 and ALPL (SI Appendix, Fig. S14) were expressed in induced383
osteoblasts. With increasing induction time, the expression of most genes increased384
gradually, while COL1A2 reached its maximum on the 21st day, which was consistent385
with the COL expression studied by Yoo et al. [52]. The high expression of ALPL386
used to evaluate the activity of osteoblasts was considered one of the key indicators of387
osteoblast induction [53]. The expression of ALPL increased with the induction time.388
However, gene expression due to the reduced activity of induced cells was not389
observed over 30 days. With the deepening of the understanding of signaling390
pathways, an increasing number of scholars use signaling pathway inhibitors to391
understand the importance of pathways [54-55]. We selected WNT antagonist 1 as a392
blocker of the WNT signaling pathway by referring to the literature [56-57], and the393



appropriate concentration was tested to improve results.394
Conclusions395

The body size phenotype is the most direct manifestation of the phenotypic396
differences among animals, and it is also one of the key characteristics used to397
identify livestock breeds. Further studies showed that the important genes M-Ras and398
ATF3 in the GHR signal pathway were also reduced, and the pony may have driven399
important functions through the changes in this pathway. In addition, it was found that400
PLCɡ2 expression in the WNT signal pathway increased, which could increase Ca2+401
and transport it out of cells through TRPV4 and SLC8A3 transporters on the cell402
membrane. In the ECM, ALPL, IHH, MMP23, TIMP4, COL10A1, Sox9, Sox6, Sox8,403
Sox11, COL2A1, COL9A1 and other factors promote the early occurrence of404
biomineralization and epiphysis closure in the young DPs. These two pathways may405
be used to realize the character of body size dwarfism. The purpose of this study is to406
reveal the molecular mechanism of dwarfism by analyzing the difference in body407
height between the DPs and MHs, and it provides an insight into the genetic408
regulation for dwarf growth in mammals and a reference for therapeutic strategy for409
dwarfism.410

411

Methods412

Animal Tissue samples collection413

Six female DPs and six female MHs were killed by air embolism, and tissues414
(pituitary gland and ends of long bone) were obtained. Twenty-four samples were415
taken and prepared. All samples were immediately snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and416
stored at -80°C until further use.417

RNA extraction and sequencing418

Each sample was individually ground (mortar and pestle, under continuous liquid419
N2 chilling) into a fine powder before RNA extraction. Ground samples were stored at420
-80°C. Total RNA was extracted from 30 mg of ground tissue by using hot phenol421
method. In brief, cell pellets were resuspended and washed once in Buffer A (50 mM422
sodium acetate and 10 mM EDTA, pH=5.2). After collecting the cells by423
centrifugation, the pellets were resuspended in Buffer A containing 1% SDS and424
immediately added to hot phenol. After incubation at 65°C for 5 minutes followed by425
centrifugation for 10 minutes at 4°C, the RNA-containing supernatants were426
transferred to a new tube for ethanol precipitation, washed and then dissolved in DE427
PC-treated water. The RNA was further purified with two phenol-chloroform428
treatments and then treated with RQ1 DNase (Promega) to remove DNA. The quality429
and quantity of the purified RNA we redetermined by measuring the absorbance at430
260 nm/280 nm (A260/A280) using Smartspec Plus (BioRad). The integrity of the431
RNAwas further verified by 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis[58].432

Ribosomal RNAs were removed from the RNA samples (10μg) using a433
RiboMinus rRNA depletion kit (Ambion), and the resulting samples we are used to434



prepare directional RNA-Seq libraries. The purified mRNAs were then iron435
-fragmented at 95°C followed by end repair and 5' adaptor ligation. Then, reverse436
transcription was performed using RT primers containing a 3' adaptor sequence and a437
randomized hexamer. The cDNAs were purified and amplified, and all 200-500-bp438
PCR product s were purified, quantified and stored at -80°C until they were used for439
sequencing.440

For high-throughput sequencing, libraries were prepared following the441
manufacturer's instructions, and the Illumina GAIIx system was used to collect data442
from 151 nt single-end sequencing (ABlife Inc., Wuhan, China)[59].443

444

Validation of quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR)445

In this study, qPCR was performed on GHR and GH, to elucidate the validity of446
the RNA-seq data, normalized with the reference gene GAPDH. Primers (Tables S-4，447
S-5，S-6) The same RNA samples for RNA-seq were used for qPCR. 1 μg of RNA448
was reverse- transcribed using the PrimeScriptTM RT Reagent Kit (Takara) following449
the manufacturer’s instructions. qPCR was performed on the Bio-Rad S1000 with450
Bestar SYBR Green RT-PCR Master Mix (DBI Bioscience).451

Bioinformatic analysis452

Using an Illumina NextSeq 500, we generated 1,021,151 bp of end-to-end reads453
for this study, corresponding to an average of 42 million sequence reads per sample.454
Using TopHat and Cufflinks, 72.32% of the reads were mapped to the current horse455
reference genome (http://asia.ensembl.org/Equus_caballus/Info/Index).456

To perform differential gene expression analysis, we applied the software edgeR,457
which is specifically used to analyze the differential expression of genes using458
RNA-seq data. To determine whether a gene was differentially expressed, the analysis459
results were based on the fold change (FC≥2 or FC≤-2) and P-value (P≤0.05).460

To predict gene function and calculate the functional category distribution461
frequency, Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) and gene ontology462
(GO) analyses were employed using the Database for Annotation, Visualization and463
Integrated Discovery (DAVID) bioinformatics resource.464

Online data deposition465

The data discussed in this publication have been deposited in the National Center466
for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Sequence Read Archive and is accessible at467
the GEO series accession No.GSE146145.468

Isolation and Culture of Horse BMSCs469
BMSCs P3 cell were acquired from our lab and the cells were originally acquired470

from Mongonlian horse.After slaughter of adult horses, the sternum was taken and471
75% alcohol was used to sterilize the bone, followed by aseptic operation. Two ends472
of sternum were crushed and washed out with red paste containing 1% penicillin and473

http://asia.ensembl.org/Equus_caballus/Info/Index


streptomycin phosphate buffer (PBS) and collected in 15ml sterile centrifugal tube for474
centrifugation of 1500 rpm/min for 5 min. The supernatant was suspended in a475
complete medium (containing DMEM/F-12,15% FBS,0.1% penicillin, 0.1%476
streptomycin) and inoculated in a Cassette cell culture at density of 5×106. The477
supernatant was cultured in an incubator with 37℃, 5% CO2 and complete humidity.478
After 48 hours, half of the supernatant was changed. When the cells grew to479
70%-80% confluence, the medium was discarded and 0.25% pancreas was used. The480
protease was digested for 40-60s and subcultured according to the ratio of 1:3.481

482
Induced differentiation of horse BMSCs into osteoblasts483

BMSCs P3 cells were divided into differentiation group and undifferentiated484
group.When cells grew to 70-80% confluence, the induction medium (Osteogenic485
induction medium: 0.1mM dexamethasone, 10mM beta-glycerophosphate disodium486
hydrate, 50mg/L Vc). The culture lasted for 28 days and the liquid was changed every487
other day. The control undifferentiated group continued the general culture medium,488
which was recorded as 0 days. After that the fluid was changed every other day, and489
the cell differentiation was photographed and recorded every day.490

491
Alizarin red and Alcian blue staining492

At 7, 14 and 21 days of culture, alizarin red and alcian blue staining were493
performed on the induced and non-induced cells, respectively. Histological changes494
were detected in the differentiated cells. Specific operations are as follows: abandon495
culture medium, wash with PBS 3 times, 2 minutes each time; fix 4%496
paraformaldehyde at room temperature for 30 minutes; wash with PBS 3 times, 2497
minutes each time; add 1% dye liquor, dye for 5 minutes; wash with PBS 3 times, 2498
minutes each time; observe under inverted microscope.499

500
The MTT measurements on the ATDC5 cells and osteoblasts501

The mouse chondroprogenitor cell line ATDC5 cell were obtained from TongPai502
(Shanghai) biotechnology co., LTD.The cells were seeded in a 96-well plate at a503
density of 1 × 105 cells/mL and incubate in complete medium at 37℃. Treatment was504
administered after 24 h. WNT antagonist was formulated in serum free medium in505
concentrations, and 3 replicates were used for each concentration, with a final volume506
of 200 µL. Following 4 h of treatment incubation, the medium was removed and507
changed to PBS, 20 µL of 20 mM of MTT (dissolved in PBS) was added and508
incubated for 3 h at 37℃ . After incubation, the solution was carefully removed and509
200 µL DMSO was added in order to solubilize the violet formazan crystals. The510
plates were then shaken on a horizontal shaker for 5 min to allow for complete511
dissolution. The optical density (OD) was read using enzyme-linked immunoassay512
(ELISA) at a dual wavelength of 490 nm[60]. Analyses were performed in triplicate.513

514
The construction of the RNAi lentivirus vector515

We designed the GHR gene RNAi target sequence, 5 '-516
GCTGCAAGAATTGCTCATGAA -3', based on the GHR gene sequence. The vector517



was GV493 (Frame structure: hU6-CBh-gcGFP-IRES-Puromycin, Shanghai518
Genechem Co., Ltd.). We constructed the lentiviral vector GV493- GHR-RNAi-a and519
GV493-GHR-RNAi-b . The single strand primers were synthesized by introducing the520
enzyme tangent sites AgeI and EcoRI. The double stranded DNA was formed by521
primer annealing. T4 DNA ligase was used to connect the double enzyme tangent522
vector and the double stranded DNA was annealed. The competent cells were then523
transformed and positive bacterial colonies were identified with PCR[60]. Sequencing524
and plasmid extraction were carried out and the qualified plasmids were used in the525
follow-up experiment.526

527
The package of RNAi lentivirus528

ATDC5 cells were treated 24 h before transduction. The cell density was529
adjusted to 5×106/15mL, whereupon the cells were cultured in a 10 cm cell culture530
dish and incubated at 37℃ and 5% CO2. The cells were transductioned when the531
density reached 70%-80%. Serum-free medium was used 2h before transfection. The532
prepared DNA solution (GV vector plasmid 20µg, pHelper1.0 vector plasmid 15µg,533
pHelper2.0 vector plasmid 10µg) and transduction reagent (Shanghai Genechem Co.,534
Ltd.) were added to the centrifuge tubes, and the total volume was 1ml. The535
centrifuge tubes were incubated at room temperature for 15 min, then the transduction536
mixture was added to ATDC5 cells and cultured for 6h. The culture medium537
containing the transfection mixture was abandoned. Next, cells were washed with538
10mL PBS, and then 20mL serum (containing 10% FBS) was added to the cells,539
which were then cultured for 48-72h. The ATDC5 cell supernatant was collected and540
centrifuged at 4℃ and 4000 g for 10 min. The supernatant was filtrated by a 0.45 µm541
filter and centrifuged at 4℃ and 25000 rpm for 2 h. The supernatant was discarded.542
Virus preservation solution was added for resuspension and the solution was543
centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 5 min. The supernatant was sub-packed, the ATDC5544
cells were cultured in 96-well plates (4×104 cell/ hole, 100 µl), the gradient diluent545
lentivirus particles were added and cultured for 24 h. Then complete medium were546
added. The expression of fluorescent protein was observed after 4 d and the virus titer547
was calculated[61].548

549
Lentiviral transduction550

The ATDC5 cells were subcultured when the density reached 80% in 6-well551
plates (3-5×104 cell/ ml, 2 ml). The lentivirus was used to infected the ATDC5 cells552
when the density reached 20%. The cells were then divided into two groups: the553
negative control and the RNAi lentivirus infected group. The MOI was 10. The554
transduction condition was Normal and puro-mycin. The culture medium was555
replaced after 16 h and cells were photographed after 72 h[62].556

557
Apoptosis analysis558

The cells were treated with apoptotic kits(eBioscience 88-8007),and cells were559
washed with ice-cold PBS and resuspended in binding buffer, and then incubated with560
Annexin V-APC for 10 min at room temperature in the dark. Finally, the apoptotic561



cells were analyzed by a FACS (Becton–Dickinson, USA).562
563

Statistical analysis564
All data are expressed as x±s. SPSS 20.0 was used for statistical analysis.565

Comparison between two groups was made with independent-sample t tests.566
Comparisons between two groups were made with independent-sample t tests and567
nonparametric tests. P≤0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.568
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757

Figure 1 Summary of high-throughput sequencing data for the Debao pony and Mongolian758
horse. (a) Illustration of the Debao pony (DP) and Mongolian horse (MH) groups. (b) Number of759
genes up/downregulated by two kinds of horses at two development stages (MH vs DP, Mongolian760
horse vs. Debao pony; JS vs AS, juvenile stage vs. adult stage.) (c) Cluster analysis of different761
development stages of DPs and MHs. The overall FPKM hierarchical clustering map was762
clustered with log10 (FPKM + 1) values, red for high-expression genes and blue for763
low-expression genes. Color from red to blue, log10(FPKM + 1) from large to small; MHPJ,764
juvenile Mongolian horse pituitary; MHPA, adult Mongolian horse pituitary; MHLBJ, juvenile765
Mongolian horse long bone; MHLBA, adult Debao pony long bone; DPPJ, juvenile Debao pony766
pituitary; DPPA, adult Debao pony pituitary; DPLBJ, juvenile Debao pony long bone; DPLBA,767
adult Debao pony long bone. (d) GO and KEGG enrichment analysis for the DEGs in MHA vs768
DPA and MHJ vs DPJ about pituitary and long bone.769

770
Figure 2 The expression levels of GH and GHR genes in the pituitary and epiphysis from771
Debao pony and Mongolian horse RNA-seq. (a) Venn diagram showing the numbers of the772
DEGs in two comparisons, including a comparison of pituitary and epiphyseal tissues between773
two horses. (b) Volcano plots highlighting DEGs in blue (p ≤ 0.05) and red (q ≤ 0.05) for DPPJ vs774
MHPJ and DPLBJ vs MHLBJ. (c) IGV visualization comparison of GH and GHR data in two775
kinds of pituitary and long bone tissues. (d) Interaction of GH and GHR and their effects on776
downstream cell signaling pathways. (e) The coexpression network between GH and GHR777
revealed several key genes, such as ATF3, EGR3, SOX2, SOX5, and RUNX2.778

779
Figure 3 The expression levels of key genes in the pituitary from Debao ponies and780
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Mongolian horses. (a) The expression levels of GH genes in the pituitary from Debao ponies and781
Mongolian horses. (bc) The expression levels of TSHB and CGA in the pituitary from Debao782
ponies and Mongolian horses. (d) Determination of plasma T3,T4, and TSH concentrations of783
Mongolian horses and Debao ponies during juvenile and adult stages. (e) Determination of plasma784
GH and IGF-1 concentrations of Mongolian horses and Debao ponies during juvenile and adult785
stages.786

787
Figure 4 The expression levels of key genes in the long bone epiphysis from Debao ponies788
and Mongolian horses. (a) The expression levels of GHR in long bone from Debao ponies and789
Mongolian horses. (b) Expression of GHR signaling pathway in a lentivirus cell line. (c) Detection790
of apoptotic cells in FACS. (d) Gene expression in WNT5A signaling pathway in osteoblasts. (e)791
Gene expression in WNT5A signaling pathway in ATDC5 cells.792

793
Figure 5. Transcription factor genes that co-expressed with GHR in Debao ponies and794
Mongolian horses. (a) Transcription factor genes co-expressed with GHR and co-expression795
relationships in the long bone tissues from the two breeds.(b) Location of SNP in GHR of the796
Debao pony.797

798
Figure 6 The signaling pathway regulating dwarfing of the Debao pony. (a) The799
GHR signaling pathway regulating dwarfing of the Debao pony. (b)800
The WNT5A and TLR2 signaling pathways regulating dwarfing of the Debao pony. Compared with801
the Mongolian horse in infancy, the increase in gene expression is shown in red, while the802
decrease is shown in blue.803



Figures

Figure 1

Summary of high-throughput sequencing data for the Debao pony and Mongolian horse. (a) Illustration
of the Debao pony (DP) and Mongolian horse (MH) groups. (b) Number of 760 genes up/downregulated
by two kinds of horses at two development stages (MH vs DP, Mongolian horse vs. Debao pony; JS vs AS,
juvenile stage vs. adult stage.) (c) Cluster analysis of different development stages of DPs and MHs. The
overall FPKM hierarchical clustering map was clustered with log10 (FPKM + 1) values, red for high-
expression genes and blue for 764 low-expression genes. Color from red to blue, log10(FPKM + 1) from
large to small; MHPJ, 765 juvenile Mongolian horse pituitary; MHPA, adult Mongolian horse pituitary;
MHLBJ, juvenile Mongolian horse long bone; MHLBA, adult Debao pony long bone; DPPJ, juvenile Debao
pony 767 pituitary; DPPA, adult Debao pony pituitary; DPLBJ, juvenile Debao pony long bone; DPLBA,
adult Debao pony long bone. (d) GO and KEGG enrichment analysis for the DEGs in MHA vs DPA and
MHJ vs DPJ about pituitary and long bone.



Figure 2

The expression levels of GH and GHR genes in the pituitary and epiphysis from Debao pony and
Mongolian horse RNA-seq. (a) Venn diagram showing the numbers of the DEGs in two comparisons,
including a comparison of pituitary and epiphyseal tissues between two horses. (b) Volcano plots
highlighting DEGs in blue (p ≤ 0.05) and red (q ≤ 0.05) for DPPJ vs 775 MHPJ and DPLBJ vs MHLBJ. (c)
IGV visualization comparison of GH and GHR data in two kinds of pituitary and long bone tissues. (d)
Interaction of GH and GHR and their effects on downstream cell signaling pathways. (e) The
coexpression network between GH and GHR revealed several key genes, such as ATF3, EGR3, SOX2,
SOX5, and RUNX2.



Figure 3

The expression levels of key genes in the pituitary from Debao ponies and Mongolian horses. (a) The
expression levels of GH genes in the pituitary from Debao ponies and 782 Mongolian horses. (bc) The
expression levels of TSHB and CGA in the pituitary from Debao ponies and Mongolian horses. (d)
Determination of plasma T3,T4, and TSH concentrations of 784 Mongolian horses and Debao ponies
during juvenile and adult stages. (e) Determination of plasma GH and IGF-1 concentrations of Mongolian
horses and Debao ponies during juvenile and adult stages.



Figure 4

The expression levels of key genes in the long bone epiphysis from Debao ponies and Mongolian horses.
(a) The expression levels of GHR in long bone from Debao ponies and 790 Mongolian horses. (b)
Expression of GHR signaling pathway in a lentivirus cell line. (c) Detection of apoptotic cells in FACS. (d)
Gene expression in WNT5A signaling pathway in osteoblasts. (e) Gene expression in WNT5A signaling
pathway in ATDC5 cells.



Figure 5

Transcription factor genes that co-expressed with GHR in Debao ponies and Mongolian horses. (a)
Transcription factor genes co-expressed with GHR and co-expression relationships in the long bone
tissues from the two breeds.(b) Location of SNP in GHR of the Debao pony.



Figure 6

The signaling pathway regulating dwar�ng of the Debao pony. (a) The GHR signaling pathway regulating
dwar�ng of the Debao pony. (b) The WNT5A and TLR2 signaling pathways regulating dwar�ng of the
Debao pony. Compared with the Mongolian horse in infancy, the increase in gene expression is shown in
red, while the decrease is shown in blue.
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